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Number of previous IREC competition(s) has your team competed? 
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Demographic Data 
This is all members working with your project including those not attending the event. This will 

help ESRA and Spaceport America promote the event and get more sponsorships and grants to 

help the teams and improve the event. 

 

Any changes to the team composition since last report? 

N/A 

STEM Outreach 
Describe any activities that your team leads or participates in that helps your local community 

with Science, Technology, Engineering or Math enrichment. 

 

STEM Outreach Events 

The Catawba Science Center in Hickory, NC in Hickory, NC has expressed interest in the team 

planning and hosting an event at their facility to demonstrate what it takes to build and fly a 

model rocket. This event has been delayed due to Covid-19 but will take place during the spring 

semester circumstances permitting. 

Rocket Information 
Overall rocket parameters 

 

Number of stages 
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1 

Vehicle Length (inches) 

115 

Airframe Diameter (inches) 

4 

Number of fins 

4 

Fin Semi-span (inches) 

3.2 

Fin attachment 

Fins are attached via through wall design. The motor mount with two centering rings was 

inserted into the body tube and secured via 20 minute epoxy. Both sides of the fin tabs were 

then attached with 30 minute epoxy with Cabosil additive to the motor mount and inner surface 

of the body tube with fillets on all contact points. Once cured, the lower launch lug was attached 

and the final centering ring was epoxied in. Exterior epoxy fillets were created using 30 minute 

epoxy with Cabosil additive. 

Fin Flutter Analysis 

Utilizing the fin flutter equations accounting for our shear modulus of g10 fiber glass and the 

geometry of our fins and the temprature and predicted pressure we were able to determin that 

our maximum safe speed while sticking to an 80% saftery margine for the vehicle is 

2530Fs/1725Mph. 

Vehicle Weight (pounds) 

10.9 

Empty motor case/structure (pounds) 

4.43 

Propellent weight (pounds) 

5.2 

Payload weight (pounds) 



9 

Liftoff weight (pounds) 

30 

Center of Pressure (inches) 

81.5 

Center of Gravity (inches) 

65.7 

Rocket construction narrative/ additional information 

Our rocket includes an FDM 3D printed nosecone out of PEI with a team derived aluminum nose 

tip for trans sonic flight. The air frame is constructed out of 4 inch carbon fiber weave from 

Public Missiles. Additionally, the fore and aft sections of the Rocket are joined by a 3D printed 

PEI altimeter bay. The fore section is joined by 3 through wall bolts and the aft section is held 

during flight by 2 shear pins of .07 inch diameter. The motor mount tube is a 3in Kraft phenolic 

liner attached to the air frame via 3 G10 fiberglass rings that are epoxied via 20min epoxy to the 

air frame and motor tube. At the rear of the motor tube is an aluminum negative retention lock. 

The fins are crafted with through wall fin tabs out of G10 fiberglass that is .196 inches thick and 

edged into an airfoil. these are held secure to the air frame and the motor mount tube via 30 

minute epoxy with Cabosil additive. 

Propulsion System 
For 2-stage projects - Use the following fields to describe the booster. Add sustainer 

information in the Propulsion Narrative field. 

 

Cluster Projects - Use the following fields to describe the largest one of the motors and provide 

the same level of detail in the Propulsion Narrative for additional motors. 

 

Motor cluster? 

NA 

Propulsion Type 

Solid 

COTS, SRAD, or Combination 



COTS 

Propulsion Manufacturer 

Other 

COTS Motor - Manufacturers Designation 

Cesaroni L1115-P 

Motor Letter Classification 

L 

Average Thrust (N) 

1119 

Total Impulse of all Motors (Ns) 

5103 Ns 

Motor Burn Time (s) 

4.48 

Propulsion Narrative 

COTS Solid, Cesaroni , L, 5103 Ns, 1119N 

Switches and Arming Electronics 
 

Wiring diagram (Required) 

Alt. wire.pdf 

Switches 

Arming switches consist of 2 mechanical screw switches located in the altimeter bay. They arm 

the main flight computer & backup and the onboard video system. 

Redundancy 

Each altimeter is independently activated and powered to maintain redundancy in the event of 

battery failure. 

Arming Sequence 

https://www.herox.com/protected/109/850056/file:NTk3GI4h46Bl_jJr2RFJjn-a-599OWqcGz1BNKkcFMA


The altimeter bay can be accessed by removing a cover secured with a flathead screw. Once 

removed, connecting screws for the switches can be driven. Once screwed in, the altimeters shall 

give a confirmation beep sequence while the video system will indicate status via LED light 

sequences. 

Switches and Arming Electronics Narrative 

The cover on the altimeter bay can be removed with a Flathead screw driver. Once removed, the 

screw driver then drives the connecting screws for the switches. Once screwed, in the altimeters 

shall give a confirmation beep sequence while the video system will indicate status via LED light 

sequence. 

The arming of the rocket has no bearing on the arming of the payload. The 

payload has no energetics and is armed prior to travel to the pad. Mission function relies on 

light for activation which will be detected by an onboard photoreceptor once it has been 

expelled from the vehicle at apogee. 

 

The payload systems controlled by electronics activated by an allen screw switch are classified as 

a non-energetic mechanical device based on the table in section 6.18 of the IREC Design, Test, & 

Evaluation Guide and are not involved in recovery, therefore they will be activated before the 

payload is placed inside the vehicle. An allen screw switch installed on the battery housing is 

used for activation. Once this switch has been activated, guidance electronics execute a startup 

program to ensure smooth grid fin deployment and retraction, then remain in standby until 

payload ejection. A 1400mAh lipo battery connected to a power distribution board will supply 

payload guidance electronics with power. The payload will then be placed inside the vehicle on 

the pad followed by the nose cone. The main vehicle recovery electronics will then be armed 

following the arming sequence described in the previous entry. 

Predicted Flight Data and Analysis 
The following stats should be calculated using rocket trajectory software or by hand. 

 

Pro Tip: Reference the Barrowman Equations, know what they are, and know how to use them. 

 

Launch Rail 

ESRA Provided Rail 

Rail Length (feet) 

17 

Liftoff Thrust-Weight Ratio (X:1) 



8.4:1 

Launch Rail Departure Velocity (feet/second) 

109 

Minimum Static Margin During Boost 

2.5 

Maximum Acceleration (G) 

11.9 

Maximum Velocity (feet/second) 

1010.5 

Target Apogee (feet AGL) 

10,000 ft 

Predicted Apogee (feet AGL) 

10515 

Flight simulation file 

LeniorRhyneUniversity.ork 

Flight Profile Graph 

launch sim SAC.pdf 

Predicted Flight Data Narrative 

Upon expiration of the motor and a specific coast time, the payload will be ejected at apogee 

along with the drogue parachute for the booster and the nose cone. The nose cone will deploy a 

streamer and will be independently recovered. After ejection at apogee, the 18 inch drogue 

parachute will inflate and the payload will descend at a rate of approximately 60 ft/s from 

apogee to 1000 ft at which time the 48 inch annular main parachute from Rocketman will 

deploy, decreasing the fall rate to approximately 24 ft/s. The payload is expected to guide itself 

to within a radius of 100meters (hopefully) around the target landing zone, 1/2 to 1 mile away 

from the launch site within a time window of approximately 3 minutes. Simultaneously the 

drogue from the vehicle will deploy along with the drogue from the payload. The vehicle drogue 

is 18 inch in diameter and attached to the rocket via 25 feet of shock cord. The descent rate 

under vehicle drogue is predicted to be 80 ft/sec. At 1500 ft, the Rocketman, 2.2 CD, 60 inch 

https://www.herox.com/protected/109/850143/file:1PfGa7AM17u9tJRZLdGsgAXptni1tfdGAbDO_VW2X1I
https://www.herox.com/protected/109/850144/file:vM1L0jwN_QdtkDjl_YJxXzX_u7vtWAgYxMp9hNVlutU


main will deploy on a 25 foot shock cord from the aft section of the altimeter bay. This will give 

the vehicle a descent velocity of 18 ft/s. 

Payload Information 
NOTE: To compete in the SDL Payload Challenge, you MUST follow the instructions on the 

Spaceport America Cup Documents and Forms Page. Information provided here is for ESRA 

purposes only. 

 

See http://www.soundingrocket.org/sa-cup-documents--forms.html 

 

Payload - Deployed or Attached 

Deployed 

Deployed Payload - Deployment Mechanism 

Payload BP Ejection charge 

Deployed Payload - Deployment Altitude (feet) 

10382 

Deployed Payload - Altimeter 

COTS 

Deployed Payload - Recovery System 

Parachute 

Deployed Payload - Main Decent Rate (f/s) 

60 

Deployed Payload - GPS 

COTS 

Payload Narrative 

The payload will contain an autonomous grid fin system that will direct the payload towards a 

designated landing zone, an angular momentum damping system, and a first person viewer type 

camera system. The payload vehicle will be constructed of 4 inch diameter fiberglass coupler 

material 36 inches long and grid fins that will be 3D printed using polycarbonate filament. The 

payload will be ejected from the main vehicle at apogee, a drogue parachute will open, and at 

http://www.soundingrocket.org/sa-cup-documents--forms.html


apogee +3 seconds, 4 grid fins will deploy by rotating from parallel to perpendicular relative to 

the payload vehicle body. 

 

Two light sensors placed behind opposite grid fins will detect when the payload has separated 

from the main vehicle, causing the payload flight computer to send a high signal from a terminal 

block to a microcontroller, triggering electric grid fin deployment motors after 3 seconds so that 

the drogue parachute has time to open, reducing the risk of entanglement with the grid fins. 

Small magnets placed in the ends of the grid fins will be sensed by magnetometers embedded 

in the vehicle body under the retracted grid fins. These will measure the magnetic field 

differential when the fins rotate away, verifying grid fin deployment. 

 

Latitude and longitude measurements taken by the flight computer GPS and target position 

coordinates are input into the Haversine formula to compute the distance between the payload 

and the target. This difference is then compared to a minimum value resulting in grid fin 

rotation if it is larger or no rotation if it is smaller. For latitudinal position corrections, the 

longitudinal component in the formula is set as a constant equal to the longitude of the target. 

For longitudinal position corrections, the latitudinal component is set as a constant equal to the 

target latitude. This allows all 4 grid fins to participate in course correction instead of just one 

set of fins at a time. This process loops every 2 seconds to minimize the distance between the 

target and payload until landing and concludes after a constant altitude measurement for 5 

seconds to ensure the payload has touched down. 

 

All measurement and calculation data will be logged in flash memory during flight and 

transferred to an SD card post flight. The payload will standby after touch down and the grid 

fins will not retract until picked up by the team in case the vehicle is caught in brush. To retract 

the fins, a post flight script will be uploaded to the microcontroller via a USB port accessible 

from the external vehicle body. Transfer of data stored in flash memory to an SD card will take 

place post flight. 

 

The flight computer being used is an Altus Metrum TeleMega v4.0 and the microcontroller is an 

Arduino Mega. Grid fin deployment will be implemented by HobbyKing small model servoless, 

steerable nose retracts used in model aviation. These motors will be connected to the 

microcontroller through a custom PCB with pull down resistors of 10K ohms to reduce jitter. 

Grid fin rotation will be implemented via 4 Hitec HS-225BB MG servos positioned above the 

deployment motors and connected to the steerable arms via metal linkages. The servos will be 

connected to and controlled by the Arduino Mega through a custom PCB. 

 

The angular momentum damping system will fill the inner diameter of the 4 inch coupler tube 

and be 3 inches in length. It will consist of a freely rotating cylinder filled with particulate matter 

that will spin in opposition to the rotation of the falling payload. This will decrease rotation and 

increase the effect of grid fin correction. A ball bearing attached to both flat faces of the cylinder 



will allow for free rotation. Because of the mass and function of this system, it will be placed 

nearest to the vehicle's center of gravity. 

 

The first person view camera system is a stationary (no gimbal) CCTV drone camera that is 

placed at the bottom of the payload pointing towards the ground that will be streaming video 

to the ground station throughout the entire flight. The camera is a standalone system not reliant 

on the microcontrollers or flight computer. It is powered by its own battery and is embedded at 

the bottom of the payload to provide video confirmation that the payload is heading in the 

direction of the target. The camera system will deliver a secondary telemetry package isolated 

from the rest of the payload systems for cross reference with the flight computer. 

Recovery 
Describe your recovery system; dual-deploy, size and style of chute, number of chutes, length of 

shock cord, "Chute Release" commercial products no longer approved. 

 

COTS Altimeter 

Marsa, Marsa 33 

Redundant Altimeter 

Missileworks, RRC3 

Drogue Primary & Backup Deployment Charges (g) 

Blackpowder, 6, 7 

Drogue Deployment Altitude (feet) 

9900 

Drogue Decent Rate (feet/second) 

60 

Main Primary & Backup Deployment Charges 

Blackpowder, 3 g & 3.5 g 

Main Deployment Altitude (feet) 

1000 

Main Decent Rate (feet/second) 



18 

Shock Cords and Mechanical Links 

drogue- Kevlar,2000 lbs,drogue bowline knot, altimeter bay eye bolt. 

main- Kevlar, 2000 lbs, motor forward bulkhead eye bolt, altimeter bay eye bolt. 

Flight profile Graphic 

rocket graphic.pdf 

Recovery Narrative 

1st Recovery Event: 

Black powder charges triggered by an altimeter at apogee will induce the separation of the 

payload vehicle and the nose cone from the payload bay. The payload will push the nose cone 

out of the fore section. Redundancy will be established by a secondary altimeter (Marsa33 and 

the RRC3). The nose cone shall fall under a streamer that is at least 5 feet in length and 5 inches 

in width. The shock cord for the sustainer drogue will be made out of tubular Kevlar and will be 

16 inches. The mounting point for the vehicle shock cord will be to the fore altimeter bay for the 

drogue. The length of the drogue shock cord will be 15 to 20 feet. The payload's drogue 

parachute will deploy upon ejection from the vehicle at apogee. The drogue parachute will be 

18 inches in diameter, donut shaped and have a shock cord, 15 feet in length, of tubular Kevlar. 

 

2nd Recovery Event: 

The main parachute for the vehicle will be deployed at 1500 feet. The main parachute will be 

deployed from the fin can section of the rocket and be connected to the rocket via a 25 foot 

shock cord. This shock cord will connect from the fin can to the altimeter bay. The main 

parachute, from Rocketman,is 60 inches in diameter, has a CD of 2.2, and will allow the rocket to 

safely impact the ground at approximately 18 feet/sec. 

 

3rd Recovery Event: 

A Tender Descender parachute release system on the payload will deploy a 48 inch payload 

main parachute at 1000 feet in compliance with section 6.1 of the IREC Design, Test, & 

Evaluation Guide. The main parachute will have a 15 foot tubular Kevlar shock cord and result in 

a fall rate of approximately 20 ft/s. The payload main parachute will come out with the drogue 

upon payload ejection at apogee but remain closed and connected to the shock cord until 

deployment. The mounting point on the payload is on the aft most bulkhead and will use a U-

bolt. 

GPS Tracking 
Reference: IREC GPS Tracking Requirement and Recommendations 

https://www.herox.com/protected/109/850516/file:0ihb-xxMz4AVCdsojh6NemNw-KNOmgwMwGtEo71YdzE


 

GPS Tracker Manufacturer 

Big Red Bee 

Wavelength Band / Frequency Range 

70 cm / 420.0 - 450.0 MHz 

Licensed Team Member Name, HAM Call Sign 

Douglas Knight, KM4JIE 

GPS Tracker Narrative 

GPS tracking systems will be present in both the main vehicle and payload. 2 Big Red Bee 

Beeline GPS systems will be present in the main vehicle, 1 primary and 1 backup system. The 

payload will contain 1 Big Red Bee Beeline GPS system serving as the primary tracking solution 

with backup tracking provided by the GPS systems on the TeleMega flight computers. A single 

Big Red Bee Beeline GPS system will be onboard the nose cone as it separates completely from 

the main vehicle and payload. Only the MCC assigned team frequency will be utilized during the 

mission. Videos of successful GPS system testing will be made available on team social media 

accounts as recommended in section 4 of the IREC Design, Test, & Evaluation Guide before test 

launches. 

Test Plan 
Please include all systems 

 

Planned Tests 

Payload, Ground, Completed 10/19/2020, Develop and analyze the grid fin actuation system. 

 

Payload, Ground, Completed 10/26/2020, Test payload system in wind tunnel to characterize 

grid fins. 

 

Payload, Ground, Completed 11/4/2020, Develop base code for control of payload. 

 

Rocket, Flight, Completed 11/27/2020, Flight prove design, altimeter functionality, and rocket 

stability. 

 

Payload, Ground, Complete 01/22/2021, Tune damping system to the payload. 



 

Payload, Ground, Complete 02/11/21, Perform ground test of payload deployment via 

blackpowder charges. 

 

Payload, Ground, Complete 02/14/21, Perform ground test of payload deployment via 

blackpowder charges. 

 

Payload, Ground, Complete 02/19/21, Perform ground test of payload deployment via 

blackpowder charges. 

 

Payload, Ground, Complete 02/24/21, Perform ground test of payload deployment via 

blackpowder charges. 

 

Payload, Flight, Incomplete 03/07/2021, Ejection test and controlled descent from apogee. 

 

Rocket, Flight, Incomplete 03/2021, Full dress rehearsal test of all systems using a smaller motor 

than in the competition. 

 

Rocket, Flight, Incomplete 04/2021, Full flight testing all systems pre competition to 10k ft. 

Additional Comments 
 

Any other pertinent information 

The grid fin payload we are developing supports the NASA Strategic Goal 3.1: Develop and 

Transfer Revolutionary Technologies to Enable Exploration Capabilities for NASA and the Nation 

and fits the guidelines laid out for participation in the SDL Payload Challenge. Directional control 

of a CubeSat/SmallSat in low earth orbit (LEO) is often performed using active systems that 

require gaseous discharge. Systems enabling this often take up large amounts of space and add 

unnecessary weight. This hampers development and capability of critical parts of the small sat 

including communication, sensing and other control systems. A lightweight control system 

utilizing analog/digital servos could autonomously induce movement along multiple axes 

without requiring excessive energy input, be in use constantly, and be relatively low in mass and 

volume compared to gaseous control systems. Utilizing this type of system eliminates the need 

to carry a compressed and possibly dangerous potential energy source in the small sat during 

flight. Problems such as gas leakage and effects of depressurization are eliminated with this type 

of system as well. Cost of a grid-fin system would also be less than a gaseous propulsion system. 

In LEO, there is still some atmosphere, albeit small, and this is utilized by the grid fin system to 

work. The other application for this payload is, of course, for landing. The team going forward 

wants to develop a cold gas, autonomous lander using grid fins to control the payload to the 



specific landing zone. Soft and controlled landing of a CubeSat sized satellite or payload has not 

been achieved outside of governmental agencies from our search of the literature and would be 

a major advancement in the field. While SpaceX uses this type of technology to land the Falcon 

9 rocket, a small scale version of this technique is a worthy endeavor. 

 


